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Why?
Why?
Metadata problems when collections are aggregated:
• Savage, C. R. (Charles Roscoe), 1832-1909
• Savage, C. R.(Charles Roscoe),1832-1909
• Savage, C.R. (Charles Roscoe)
• Savage, Charles R.
• C. R. Savage (Charles Roscoe Savage and George 
Ottinger), Pioneer Art Gallery, East Temple Street, 
Salt Lake City, Utah
• Charles R. Savage
• Savage, Charles Roscoe
• C. R. (Charles Roscoe) Savage, photographer
• Savage, C. R.




Charles R. Savage, 
perplexed by his 
many name 
variants. 
More metadata, more 
metadata problems...
IMLS Grant for regional authority control
4 phases:
1) investigating data models to express 
local/regional name authority data using 
linked data standards
2) evaluation of tools used for creating, 
maintaining, and making this data 
available
3) pilot implementation using the tools 
investigated in the second phase
4) assessment of how this type of 
authority data can improve digital 
collection metadata on a local, regional, 
and national level. 
Thompson, Mickey; Salt Flats – Shot 24
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=694074
What will save us?
Libraries Working Together 
Metadata Review
Received data from 8 institutions 
• Brigham Young University
• Oregon Digital (Univ. of Oregon and 
Oregon State Univ.)
• University of Nevada, Reno
• University of Utah
• University of Denver
• Utah Department of Heritage and Arts
• Utah State Archives
• Utah State University
Data gathered




• Type (personal name or corporate body)
• Cross references
Mormon Meteor -Shot 6
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=608551
How Will It Happen?
Phase 1: metadata wrangling 
(data metrics)
• Started with ~500,000 names
• Deduplicated to 76,360
• 7357 -- 2+ collections (9.6%)
• 1484 -- 2+ institutions (1.9%)
• 271 -- 2+ states (0.35%)
• 62,381 personal names
• 10,706 corporate bodies
• 3,273 unknown
• 1091 are single words
• 2400+ cross references
• 500+ PN are First Last
Total names submitted
• Brigham Young University - 30,535
• University of Utah - 7533
• Utah State University - 2067
• Utah State Historical Society - 12,138
• Utah State Archives - 3657
• University of Nevada, Reno - 1277
• Oregon Digital - 4170
• University of Denver - 16,608
Phase 2: investigating tools
(evaluation matrix)
https://goo.gl/wMQRbY








Data Models: Collaborative Investigation
Data to capture 
• Preferred form of name
• Alternate forms of name







• EAC-CPF – look to SNAC as a model
http://socialarchive.iath.virginia.edu/
Campbell, Donald; Salt Flats – Shot 2 
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=691549
Documenting Change
Stats script leveraging DPLA 
API
Search results in December 2016 Creator Subject
Name MWDL DPLA MWDL DPLA
Savage, C. R. 2022 2226 44 50
Savage, C. R. (Charles Roscoe) 1830 2023 43 44
Savage, C. R. (Charles Roscoe), 1832-
1909 1708 1901 43 43
Savage, C. R., 1832-1909 1708 1901 43 43
Savage, Charles 1936 2165 60 126
Savage, Charles R. 1932 2128 58 65
Savage, Charles R., 1832-1909 1708 1902 43 43
Savage, Charles Roscoe 1833 2034 44 53
Savage, Charles Roscoe, 1832-1909 1708 1904 43 43
Savage, Charles, 1832-1909 1708 1905 43 43
Savage, Chas. R. 1 1 0 1





library to query 










•Many partners on 
CONTENTdm
•Need external system not 
tied to specific digital 
library 
software/infrastructure 
• Explore impact of WNAF on 
metadata creators and users Thompson, Mickey; Salt Flats -Shot 11
Utah Department of Heritage and Arts, Salt Lake Tribune 
Negative Collection
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/details?id=694077
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